
Special filter for reusable 
protection from carbon monoxide 

DOT M 460

Material 
of canister

Specifications of filter DOT M 460
Filter fitting Full Face Mask Operating temperature Protection against

Thread EN 148-1 MAG, 
MAG-4

-40°С to +40°С
EN 14387:2004 for ABEK           

Directive 89/686/EEC for 
protection from carbon monoxide 

3.5 years in 
manufacturer's 

package

Shelf life

Metal

Your benefits:
1.   Saving of money 
2.   Secure protection of health, and prevention of work-related deceases

 Organic gases and vapours 

 Inorganic gases and vapours

 Acid gases and vapours 

 Ammonia and its organic derivates

 + protection from carbon monoxide 

Reusable protection 

from 
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Gas filter DOT M 460 A1B1E1K2 + protection from carbon monoxide in set with full face mask MAG is intended for protection respiratory organs from harmful vapours  and 
gases, including carbon monoxide. 

Advantages:
1. REUSABLE PROTECTION for carbon monoxide. 
2. Highly efficient filtration due to unique technology of uniform distributing the absorbent particles inside the filter. 
3. Handy bag for storage and carrying the filter 
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Phone: +7 (342) 258-62-68
             +7 (342) 258-64-11

Sorbent, JSC
6, Galperin str., Perm, 
Russia, 614113

ATTENTION! 
! Carbon monoxide is odourless! Weighing of the filter to determine how much it has been spent for carbon monoxide is vital!  
! The filter will not protect you against carbon monoxide if its weight exceeds the Manufacturer's specified value by 15 g.  
! What regards other substances (А1В1Е1К2), the filter shall be replaced in case you smell specific odour under the mask. 

1. Unscrew both the top and bottom protective caps, remove rubber gaskets and stow them into the bag.
2. Attach top neck of the filter to the threaded connector of full-face mask.
3. After use, properly reinstall the rubber gaskets and protective caps. 
4. Have the filter weighed on scales with accuracy to the nearest 2 g. 
5. Register the obtained weight into the Filter Service Log.
6. For reusing, repeat the steps 2 to 6 above.

1. Retaining protection properties and the service life provided the filter necks are tightly closed with special protection caps. 
2. Avoiding warping of sealant and the inner mask of the full-face mask that may cause irreversible damage to original shape.

JSC Sorbent has been developing and manufacturing filters and filters' absorbers for 78 years.
More than 40 patents have been registered in the field of respiratory protection equipment technologies.

Check the filter weight as marked by Manufacturer against the table on the filter label.

Filter DOT M 460 and Reusable Full Face Masks series 
MAG should be stored in a dedicated bag for the following purpose:
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Zelinsky Group Ltd.
57, Dubininskaya str., Moscow
Russia, 115054

Phone: + 7-916-81-42-136
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